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“With Implementing Domain-Driven Design, Vaughn has made an important contribution not only to the literature of the Domain-Driven Design community, but also to the literature of the broader enterprise application architecture field. In key chapters on Architecture and Repositories, for example, Vaughn shows how DDD fits with the expanding array of architecture styles and persistence technologies for enterprise applications—including SOA and REST, NoSQL and data grids—that has emerged in the decade since Eric Evans’ seminal book was first published. And, fittingly, Vaughn illuminates the blocking and tackling of DDD—the implementation of entities, value objects, aggregates, services, events, factories, and repositories—with plentiful examples and valuable insights drawn from decades of practical experience. In a word, I would describe this book as thorough. For software developers of all experience levels looking to improve their results, and design and implement domain-driven enterprise applications consistently with the best current state of professional practice, Implementing Domain-Driven Design will impart a treasure trove of knowledge hard won within the DDD and enterprise application architecture communities over the last couple decades.”
—Randy Stafford, Architect At-Large, Oracle Coherence Product Development

“Domain-Driven Design is a powerful set of thinking tools that can have a profound impact on how effective a team can be at building software-intensive systems. The thing is that many developers got lost at times when applying these thinking tools and really needed more concrete guidance. In this book, Vaughn provides the missing links between theory and practice. In addition to shedding light on many of the misunderstood elements of DDD, Vaughn also connects new concepts like Command/Query Responsibility Segregation and Event Sourcing that many advanced DDD practitioners have used with great success. This book is a must-read for anybody looking to put DDD into practice.”
—Udi Dahan, Founder of NServiceBus

“For years, developers struggling to practice Domain-Driven Design have been wishing for more practical help in actually implementing DDD. Vaughn did an excellent job in closing the gap between theory and practice with a complete implementation reference. He paints a vivid picture of what it is like to do DDD in a contemporary project, and provides plenty of practical advice on how to approach and solve typical challenges occurring in a project life cycle.”
—Alberto Brandolini, DDD Instructor, Certified by Eric Evans and Domain Language, Inc.

“Implementing Domain-Driven Design does a remarkable thing: it takes a sophisticated and substantial topic area in DDD and presents it clearly, with nuance, fun and finesse. This book is written in an engaging and friendly style, like a trusted advisor giving you expert counsel on how to accomplish what is most important. By the time you finish the book you will be able to begin applying all the important concepts of
DDD, and then some. As I read, I found myself highlighting many sections . . . I will be referring back to it, and recommending it, often.”

—Paul Rayner, Principal Consultant & Owner, Virtual Genius, LLC., DDD Instructor, Certified by Eric Evans and Domain Language, Inc., DDD Denver Founder and Co-leader

“One important part of the DDD classes I teach is discussing how to put all the ideas and pieces together into a full blown working implementation. With this book, the DDD community now has a comprehensive reference that addresses this in detail. Implementing Domain-Driven Design deals with all aspects of building a system using DDD, from getting the small details right to keeping track of the big picture. This is a great reference and an excellent companion to Eric Evans seminal DDD book.”

—Patrik Fredriksson, DDD Instructor, Certified by Eric Evans and Domain Language, Inc.

“If you care about software craftsmanship—and you should—then Domain-Driven Design is a crucial skill set to master and Implementing Domain-Driven Design is the fast path to success. IDDD offers a highly readable yet rigorous discussion of DDD’s strategic and tactical patterns that enables developers to move immediately from understanding to action. Tomorrow’s business software will benefit from the clear guidance provided by this book.”

—Dave Muirhead, Principal Consultant, Blue River Systems Group

“There’s theory and practice around DDD that every developer needs to know, and this is the missing piece of the puzzle that puts it all together. Highly recommended!”

—Rickard Öberg, Java Champion and Developer at Neo Technology

“In IDDD, Vaughn takes a top-down approach to DDD, bringing strategic patterns such as bounded context and context maps to the fore, with the building block patterns of entities, values and services tackled later. His book uses a case study throughout, and to get the most out of it you’ll need to spend time grokking that case study. But if you do you’ll be able to see the value of applying DDD to a complex domain; the frequent sidenotes, diagrams, tables, and code all help illustrate the main points. So if you want to build a solid DDD system employing the architectural styles most commonly in use today, Vaughn’s book comes recommended.”

—Dan Haywood, author of Domain-Driven Design with Naked Objects

“This book employs a top-down approach to understanding DDD in a way that fluently connects strategic patterns to lower level tactical constraints. Theory is coupled with guided approaches to implementation within modern architectural styles. Throughout the book, Vaughn highlights the importance and value of focusing on the business domain all while balancing technical considerations. As a result, the role of DDD, as well as what it does and perhaps more importantly doesn’t imply, become ostensibly clear. Many a time, my team and I would be at odds with the friction encountered in applying DDD. With Implementing Domain-Driven Design as our luminous guide we were able to overcome those challenges and translate our efforts into immediate business value.”

—Lev Gorodinski, Principal Architect, DrillSpot.com
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Foreword

In this new book, Vaughn Vernon presents the whole of Domain-Driven Design (DDD) in a distinctive way, with new explanations of the concepts, new examples, and an original organization of topics. I believe this fresh, alternative approach will help people grasp the subtleties of DDD, particularly the more abstract ones such as Aggregates and Bounded Contexts. Not only do different people prefer different styles—subtle abstractions are hard to absorb without multiple explanations.

Also, the book conveys some of the insights of the past nine years that have been described in papers and presentations but have not appeared in a book before now. It places Domain Events alongside Entities and Value Objects as the building blocks of a model. It discusses the Big Ball of Mud and places it into the Context Map. It explains the hexagonal architecture, which has emerged as a better description of what we do than the layered architecture.

My first exposure to the material in this book came almost two years ago (although Vaughn had been working on his book for some time by then). At the first DDD Summit, several of us committed to writing about certain topics about which we felt there were fresh things to say or there was a particular need in the community for more specific advice. Vaughn took up the challenge of writing about Aggregates, and he followed through with a series of excellent articles about Aggregates (which became a chapter in this book).

There was also a consensus at the summit that many practitioners would benefit from a more prescriptive treatment of some of the DDD patterns. The honest answer to almost any question in software development is, “It depends.” That is not very useful to people who want to learn to apply a technique, however. A person who is assimilating a new subject needs concrete guidance. Rules of thumb don’t have to be right in all cases. They are what usually works well or the thing to try first. Through their decisiveness, they convey the philosophy of the approach to solving the problem. Vaughn’s book has a good mix of straightforward advice balanced with a discussion of trade-offs that keep it from being simplistic.
Not only have additional patterns, such as Domain Events, become a mainstream part of DDD—people in the field have progressed in learning how to apply those patterns, not to mention adapting them to newer architectures and technologies. Nine years after my book, Domain-Driven Design: Tackling Complexity in the Heart of Software, was published, there’s actually a lot to say about DDD that is new, and there are new ways to talk about the fundamentals. Vaughn’s book is the most complete explanation yet of those new insights into practicing DDD.

—Eric Evans
Domain Language, Inc.
Preface

All the calculations show it can’t work. There’s only one thing to do:
make it work.
—Pierre-Georges Latécoère,
early French aviation entrepreneur

And make it work we shall. The Domain-Driven Design approach to software
development is far too important to leave any capable developer without clear
directions for how to implement it successfully.

Getting Grounded, Getting Airborne

When I was a kid, my father learned to pilot small airplanes. Often the whole
family would go up flying. Sometimes we flew to another airport for lunch,
then returned. When Dad had less time but longed to be in the air, we’d go out,
just the two of us, and circle the airport doing “touch-and-goes.”

We also took some long trips. For those, we always had a map of the route
that Dad had earlier charted. Our job as kids was to help navigate by looking
out for landmarks below so we could be certain to stay on course. This was
great fun for us because it was a challenge to spot objects so far below that
exhibited little in the way of identifying details. Actually, I’m sure that Dad
always knew where we were. He had all the instruments on the dashboard,
and he was licensed for instrument flight.

The view from the air really changed my perspective. Now and then Dad
and I would fly over our house in the countryside. At a few hundred feet up,
this gave me a context for home that I didn’t have before. As Dad would cruise
over our house, Mom and my sisters would run out into the yard to wave at
us. I knew it was them, although I couldn’t look into their eyes. We couldn’t
converse. If I had shouted out the airplane window, they would never have heard me. I could see the split-rail fence in the front dividing our property from the road. When on the ground I'd walk across it as if on a balance beam. From the air, it looked like carefully woven twigs. And there was the huge yard that I circled row by row on our riding lawn mower every summer. From the air, I saw only a sea of green, not the blades of grass.

I loved those moments in the air. They are etched in my memory as if Dad and I were just taxiing in after landing to tie down for the evening. As much as I loved those flights, they sure were no substitute for being on the ground. And as cool as they were, the touch-and-goes were just too brief to make me feel grounded.

**Landing with Domain-Driven Design**

Getting in touch with Domain-Driven Design (DDD) can be like flight to a kid. The view from the air is stunning, but sometimes things look unfamiliar enough to prevent us from knowing exactly where we are. Getting from point A to point B appears far from realistic. The DDD grownups always seem to know where they are. They’ve long ago plotted a course, and they are completely in tune with their navigational instruments. A great number of others don’t feel grounded. What is needed is the ability to “land and tie down.”

Next, a map is needed to guide the way from where we are to where we need to be.

In the book *Domain-Driven Design: Tackling Complexity in the Heart of Software* [Evans], Eric Evans brought about what is a timeless work. It is my firm belief that Eric’s work will guide developers in practical ways for decades to come. Like other pattern works, it establishes flight far enough above the surface to give a broad vision. Yet, there may be a bit more of a challenge when we need to understand the groundwork involved in implementing DDD, and we usually desire more detailed examples. If only we could land and stay on the surface a bit longer, and even drive home or to some other familiar place.

Part of my goal is to take you in for a soft landing, secure the aircraft, and help you get home by way of a well-known surface route. That will help you make sense of implementing DDD, giving you examples that use familiar tools and technologies. And since none of us can stay home all the time, I will also help you venture out onto other paths to explore new terrain, taking you to places that perhaps you’ve never been before. Sometimes the path will be steep, but given the right tactics, a challenging yet safe ascent is possible. On this trip you’ll learn about alternative architectures and patterns for integrating
multiple domain models. This may expose you to some previously unexplored territory. You will find detailed coverage of strategic modeling with multiple integrations, and you'll even learn how to develop autonomous services.

My goal is to provide a map to help you take both short jaunts and long, complicated treks, enjoying the surrounding detail, without getting lost or injured along the way.

Mapping the Terrain and Charting for Flight

It seems that in software development we are always mapping from one thing to another. We map our objects to databases. We map our objects to the user interface and then back again. We map our objects to and from various application representations, including those that can be consumed by other systems and applications. With all this mapping, it's natural to want a map from the higher-level patterns of Evans to implementation.

Even if you have already landed a few times with DDD, there is probably more to benefit from. Sometimes DDD is first embraced as a technical tool set. Some refer to this approach to DDD as DDD-Lite. We may have homed in on Entities, Services, possibly made a brave attempt at designing Aggregates, and tried to manage their persistence using Repositories. Those patterns felt a bit like familiar ground, so we put them to use. We may even have found some use for Value Objects along the way. All of these fall within the catalog of tactical design patterns, which are more technical. They help us take on a serious software problem with the skill of a surgeon with a scalpel. Still, there is much to learn about these and other places to go with tactical design as well. I map them to implementation.

Have you traveled beyond tactical modeling? Have you visited and even lingered with what some call the “other half” of DDD, the strategic design patterns? If you’ve left out the use of Bounded Context and Context Maps, you have probably also missed out on the use of the Ubiquitous Language.

If there is a single “invention” Evans delivers to the software development community, it is the Ubiquitous Language. At a minimum he brought the Ubiquitous Language out of the dusty archives of design wisdom. It is a team pattern used to capture the concepts and terms of a specific core business domain in the software model itself. The software model incorporates the nouns, adjectives, verbs, and richer expressions formally spoken by the development team, a team that includes one or more business domain experts. It would be a mistake, however, to conclude that the Language is limited to mere words. Just as any human language reflects the minds of those who speak it, the Ubiquitous
Language reflects the mental model of the experts of the business domain you are working in. Thus, the software and the tests that verify the model’s adherence to the tenets of the domain both capture and adhere to this Language, the same conceived and spoken by the team. The Language is equally as valuable as the various strategic and tactical modeling patterns and in some cases has a more enduring quality.

Simply stated, practicing DDD-Lite leads to the construction of inferior domain models. That’s because the Ubiquitous Language, Bounded Context, and Context Mapping have so much to offer. You get more than a team lingo. The Language of a team in an explicit Bounded Context expressed as a domain model adds true business value and gives us certainty that we are implementing the correct software. Even from a technical standpoint, it helps us create better models, ones with more potent behaviors, that are pure and less error prone. Thus, I map the strategic design patterns to understandable example implementations.

This book maps the terrain of DDD in a way that allows you to experience the benefits of both strategic and tactical design. It puts you in touch with its business value and technical strengths by peering closely at the details.

It would be a disappointment if all we ever did with DDD is stay on the ground. Getting stuck in the details, we’d forget that the view from flight teaches us a lot, too. Don’t limit yourself to rugged ground travel. Brave the challenge of getting in the pilot’s seat and see from a height that is telling. With training flights on strategic design, with its Bounded Contexts and Context Maps, you will be prepared to gain a grander perspective on its full realization. When you reward yourself with DDD flight, I will have reached my goal.

Summary of Chapters

The following highlights the chapters of this book and how you can benefit from each one.

Chapter 1: Getting Started with DDD

This chapter introduces you to the benefits of using DDD and how to achieve the most from it. You will learn what DDD can do for your projects and your teams as you grapple with complexity. You’ll find out how to score your project to see if it deserves the DDD investment. You will consider the common alternatives to DDD and why they often lead to problems. The chapter lays the foundations of DDD as you learn how to take the first steps on your project,
and it even gives you some ways to sell DDD to your management, domain experts, and technical team members. That will enable you to face the challenges of using DDD armed with the knowledge of how to succeed.

You are introduced to a project case study that involves a fictitious company and team, yet one with real-world DDD challenges. The company, with the charter to create innovative SaaS-based products in a multitenant environment, experiences many of the mistakes common to DDD adoption but makes vital discoveries that help the teams solve their issues and keep the project on track. The project is one that most developers can relate to, as it involves developing a Scrum-based project management application. This case study introduction sets the stage for subsequent chapters. Each strategic and tactical pattern is taught through the eyes of the team, both as they err and as they make strides toward maturity in implementing DDD successfully.

**Chapter 2: Domains, Subdomains, and Bounded Contexts**

What is a Domain, a Subdomain, and a Core Domain? What are Bounded Contexts, and why and how should you use them? These questions are answered in the light of mistakes made by the project team in our case study. Early on in their first DDD project they failed to understand the Subdomain they were working within, its Bounded Context, and a concise Ubiquitous Language. In fact, they were completely unfamiliar with strategic design, only leveraging the tactical patterns for their technical benefits. This led to problems in their initial domain model design. Fortunately, they recognized what had happened before it became a hopeless morass.

A vital message is conveyed, that of applying Bounded Contexts to distinguish and segregate models properly. Addressed are common misapplications of the pattern along with effective implementation advice. The text then leads you through the corrective steps the team took and how that resulted in the creation of two distinct Bounded Contexts. This led to the proper separation of modeling concepts in their third Bounded Context, the new Core Domain, and the main sample used in the book.

This chapter will strongly resonate with readers who have felt the pain of applying DDD only in a technical way. If you are uninitiated in strategic design, you are pointed in the right direction to start out on a successful journey.

**Chapter 3: Context Maps**

Context Maps are a powerful tool to help a team understand their business domain, the boundaries between distinct models, and how they are currently, or can be, integrated. This technique is not limited to drawing a diagram of
your system architecture. It’s about understanding the relationships between the various Bounded Contexts in an enterprise and the patterns used to map objects cleanly from one model to another. Use of this tool is important to succeeding with Bounded Contexts in a complex business enterprise. This chapter takes you through the process used by the project team as they applied Context Mapping to understand the problems they created with their first Bounded Context (Chapter 2). It then shows how the two resulting clean Bounded Contexts were leveraged by the team responsible for designing and implementing the new Core Domain.

Chapter 4: Architecture

Just about everyone knows the Layers Architecture. Are Layers the only way to house a DDD application, or can other diverse architectures be used? Here we consider how to use DDD within such architectures as Hexagonal (Ports and Adapters), Service-Oriented, REST, CQRS, Event-Driven (Pipes and Filters, Long-Running Processes or Sagas, Event Sourcing), and Data Fabric/Grid-Based. Several of these architectural styles were put to use by the project team.

Chapter 5: Entities

The first of the DDD tactical patterns treated is Entities. The project team first leaned too heavily on these, overlooking the importance of designing with Value Objects when appropriate. This led to a discussion of how to avoid widespread overuse of Entities because of the undue influence of databases and persistence frameworks.

Once you are familiar with ways to distinguish their proper use, you see lots of examples of how to design Entities well. How do we express the Ubiquitous Language with an Entity? How are Entities tested, implemented, and persisted? You are stepped through how-to guidance for each of these.

Chapter 6: Value Objects

Early on the project team missed out on important modeling opportunities with Value Objects. They focused too intensely on the individual attributes of Entities when they should have been giving careful consideration to how multiple related attributes are properly gathered as an immutable whole. This chapter looks at Value Object design from several angles, discussing how to identify the special characteristics in the model as a means to determine when to use a Value rather than an Entity. Other important topics are covered, such as the role of Values in integration and modeling Standard Types. The chapter then shows how to design domain-centric tests, how to implement Value types,
and how to avoid the bad influence persistence mechanisms can have on our need to store them as part of an Aggregate.

Chapter 7: Services

This chapter shows how to determine when to model a concept as a fine-grained, stateless Service that lives in the domain model. You are shown when you should design a Service instead of an Entity or Value Object, and how Domain Services can be implemented to handle business domain logic as well as for technical integration purposes. The decisions of the project team are used to exemplify when to use Services and how they are designed.

Chapter 8: Domain Events

Domain Events were not formally introduced by Eric Evans as part of DDD until after his book was published. You’ll learn why Domain Events published by the model are so powerful, and the diverse ways that they can be used, even in supporting integration and autonomous business services. Although various kinds of technical events are sent and processed by applications, the distinguishing characteristics of Domain Events are spotlighted. Design and implementation guidance is provided, instructing you on available options and trade-offs. The chapter then teaches how to create a Publish-Subscribe mechanism, how Domain Events are published to integrated subscribers across the enterprise, ways to create and manage an Event Store, and how to properly deal with common messaging challenges faced. Each of these areas is discussed in light of the project team’s efforts to use them correctly and to their best advantage.

Chapter 9: Modules

How do we organize model objects into right-sized containers with limited coupling to objects that are in different containers? How do we name these containers so they reflect the Ubiquitous Language? Beyond packages and namespaces, how can we use the more modern modularization facilities, such as OSGi and Jigsaw, provided by languages and frameworks? Here you will see how Modules were put to use by the project team across a few of their projects.

Chapter 10: Aggregates

Aggregates are probably the least well understood among DDD’s tactical tools. Yet, if we apply some rules of thumb, Aggregates can be made simpler and quicker to implement. You will learn how to cut through the complexity
barrier to use Aggregates that create consistency boundaries around small object clusters. Because of putting too much emphasis on the less important aspects of Aggregates, the project team in our case study stumbled in a few different ways. We step through the team’s iterations with a few modeling challenges and analyze what went wrong and what they did about it. The result of their efforts led to a deeper understanding of their Core Domain. We look in on how the team corrected their mistakes through the proper application of transactional and eventual consistency, and how that led them to design a more scalable and high-performing model within a distributed processing environment.

Chapter 11: Factories

[Gamma et al.] has plenty to say about Factories, so why bother with treating them in this book? This is a simple chapter that does not attempt to reinvent the wheel. Rather, its focus is on understanding where Factories should exist. There are, of course, a few good tips to share about designing a worthy Factory in a DDD setting. See how the project team created Factories in their Core Domain as a way to simplify the client interface and protect the model’s consumers from introducing disastrous bugs into their multitenant environment.

Chapter 12: Repositories

Isn’t a Repository just a simple Data Access Object (DAO)? If not, what’s the difference? Why should we consider designing Repositories to mimic collections rather than databases? Learn how to design a Repository that is used with an ORM, one that supports the Coherence grid-based distributed cache, and one that uses a NoSQL key-value store. Each of these optional persistence mechanisms was at the disposal of the project team because of the power and versatility behind the Repository building block pattern.

Chapter 13: Integrating Bounded Contexts

Now that you understand the higher-level techniques of Context Mapping and have the tactical patterns on your side, what is involved in actually implementing the integrations between models? What integration options are afforded by DDD? This chapter uncovers a few different ways to implement model integrations using Context Mapping. Instruction is given based on how the project team integrated the Core Domain with other supporting Bounded Contexts introduced in early chapters.
Chapter 14: Application

You have designed a model per your Core Domain’s Ubiquitous Language. You’ve developed ample tests around its usage and correctness, and it works. But how do other members of your team design the areas of the application that surround the model? Should they use DTOs to transfer data between the model and the user interface? Or are there other options for conveying model state up to the presentation components? How do the Application Services and infrastructure work? This chapter addresses those concerns using the now familiar project to convey available options.

Appendix A: Aggregates and Event Sourcing: A+ES

Event Sourcing is an important technical approach to persisting Aggregates that also provides the basis for developing an Event-Driven Architecture. Event Sourcing can be used to represent the entire state of an Aggregate as a sequence of Events that have occurred since it was created. The Events are used to rebuild the state of the Aggregate by replaying them in the same order in which they occurred. The premise is that this approach simplifies persistence and allows capturing concepts with complex behavioral properties, besides the far-reaching influence the Events themselves can have on your own and external systems.

Java and Development Tools

The majority of the examples in this book use the Java Programming Language. I could have provided the examples in C#, but I made a conscious decision to use Java instead.

First of all, and sad to say, I think there has been a general abandonment of good design and development practices in the Java community. These days it may be difficult to find a clean, explicit domain model in most Java-based projects. It seems to me that Scrum and other agile techniques are being used as substitutes for careful modeling, where a product backlog is thrust at developers as if it serves as a set of designs. Most agile practitioners will leave their daily stand-up without giving a second thought to how their backlog tasks will affect the underlying model of the business. Although I assume this is needless to say, I must assert that Scrum, for example, was never meant to stand in place of design. No matter how many project and product managers would like to keep you marching on a relentless path of continuous delivery, Scrum
was not meant only as a means to keep Gantt chart enthusiasts happy. Yet, it
has become that in so many cases.

I consider this a big problem, and a major theme I have is to inspire the Java
community to return to domain modeling by giving a reasonable amount of
thought to how sound, yet agile and rapid, design techniques can benefit their
work.

Further, there are already some good resources for using DDD in a .NET
environment, one being *Applying Domain-Driven Design and Patterns: With
Examples in C# and .NET* by Jimmy Nilsson [Nilsson]. Due to Jimmy’s good
work and that of others promoting the Alt.NET mindset, there is a high tide of
good design and development practices going on in the .NET community. Java
developers need to take notice.

Second, I am well aware that the C#.NET community will have no problem
whatsoever understanding Java code. Due to the fact that much of the DDD
community uses C#.NET, most of my early book reviewers are C# developers,
and I never once received a complaint about their having to read Java code. So,
I have no concern that my use of Java in any way alienates C# developers.

I need to add that at the time of this writing there was a significant shift
toward interest in using document-based and key-value storage over rela-
tional databases. This is for good reason, for even Martin Fowler has aptly
nicknamed these “aggregate-oriented storage.” It’s a fitting name and well
describes the advantages of using NoSQL storage in a DDD setting.

Yet, in my consulting work I find that many are still quite married to
relational databases and object-relational mapping. Therefore, I think that
in practical terms there has been no disservice to the community of NoSQL
enthusiasts by my including guidance on using object-relational mapping tech-
niques for domain models. I do acknowledge, however, that this may earn me
some scorn from those who think that the object-relational impedance mis-
match makes it unworthy of consideration. That’s fine, and I accept the flames,
because there is a vast majority who must still live with the drudgeries of this
impedance mismatch on a day-to-day basis, however unenlightened they may
seem to the minority.

Of course, I also provide guidance in Chapter 12, “Repositories,” on the use
of document-based, key-value, and Data Fabric/Grid-Based stores. As well, in
several places I discuss where the use of a NoSQL store would tend to influence
an alternative design of Aggregates and their contained parts. It’s quite likely
that the trend toward NoSQL stores will continue to spur growth in that sec-
tor, so in this case object-relational developers need to take notice. As you can
see, I understand both sides of the argument, and I agree with both. It’s all part
of the ongoing friction created by technology trends, and the friction needs to
happen in order for positive change to happen.
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Guide to This Book

The book *Domain-Driven Design* by Eric Evans presents what is essentially a large pattern language. A pattern language is a set of software patterns that are intertwined because they are dependent on each other. Any one pattern references one or more other patterns that it depends on, or that depend on it. What does this mean for you?

It means that as you read any given chapter of this book, you could run into a DDD pattern that isn’t discussed in that chapter and that you don’t already know. Don’t panic, and please don’t stop reading out of frustration. The referenced pattern is very likely explained in detail in another chapter of the book.

In order to help unravel the pattern language, I used the syntax found in Table G.1 in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When You See This . . .</th>
<th>It Means This . . .</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Pattern Name (#)**    | 1. It is the first time the pattern is referenced in the chapter that you are reading, or  
|                         | 2. It is an important additional reference to a pattern that was already mentioned in the chapter, but it’s essential to know where to locate more information about it at that point in the text. |
| **Bounded Context (2)** | The chapter you are reading is referencing Chapter 2 for you to find out deep details about Bounded Contexts. |
| Bounded Context         | It is the way I reference a pattern already mentioned in the same chapter. I don’t want to irritate you by making every reference to a given pattern bold, with a chapter number. |
| [REFERENCE]             | It is a bibliographic reference to another work. |

continues
If you start reading in the middle of a chapter and you see a reference such as Bounded Context, remember that you’ll probably find a chapter in this book that covers the pattern. Just glance at the index for a richer set of references.

If you have already read [Evans] and you know its patterns to some degree, you’ll probably tend to use this book as a way to clarify your understanding of DDD and to get ideas for how to improve your existing model designs. In that case you may not need a big-picture view right now. But if you are relatively new to DDD, the following section will help you see how the patterns fit together, and how this book can be used to get you up and running quickly. So, read on.

**Big-Picture View of DDD**

Early on I take you through one of the pillars of DDD, the Ubiquitous Language (1). A Ubiquitous Language is applicable within a single Bounded Context (2). Straightaway, you need to familiarize yourself with that critical domain modeling mindset. Just remember that whichever way your software models are designed *tactically, strategically* you’ll want them to reflect the following: a clean Ubiquitous Language modeled in an explicitly Bounded Context.
Strategic Modeling

A Bounded Context is a conceptual boundary where a domain model is applicable. It provides a context for the Ubiquitous Language that is spoken by the team and expressed in its carefully designed software model, as shown in Figure G.1.

As you practice strategic design, you’ll find that the Context Mapping patterns seen in Figure G.2 work in harmony. Your team will use Context Maps to understand their project terrain.

We’ve just considered the big picture of DDD’s strategic design. Understanding it is imperative.
**Architecture**

Sometimes a new Bounded Context or existing ones that interact through Context Mapping will need to take on a new style of Architecture (4). It’s important to keep in mind that your strategically and tactically designed domain models should be architecturally neutral. Still, there will need to be some architecture around and between each model. A powerful architectural style for hosting a Bounded Context is **Hexagonal**, which can be used to facilitate other styles such as Service-Oriented, REST and Event-Driven, and others. Figure G.3 depicts a Hexagonal Architecture, and while it may look a little busy, it’s a fairly simplistic style to employ.

Sometimes we may be tempted to place too much emphasis on architecture rather than focusing on the importance of carefully crafting a DDD-based model. Architecture is important, but architectural influences come and go. Remember to prioritize correctly, placing more emphasis on the domain model, which has greater business value and will be more enduring.

![Hexagonal Architecture Diagram](image_url)

*Figure G.3  The Hexagonal Architecture with the domain model at the heart of the software*
**Tactical Modeling**

We model tactically inside a Bounded Context using DDD’s building block patterns. One of the most important patterns of tactical design is **Aggregate** (10), as illustrated in Figure G.4.

An Aggregate is composed of either a single **Entity** (5) or a cluster of Entities and **Value Objects** (6) that must remain transactionally consistent throughout the Aggregate’s lifetime. Understanding how to effectively model Aggregates is quite important and one of the least well understood techniques among DDD’s building blocks. If they are so important, you may be wondering why Aggregates are placed later in the book. First of all, the placement of tactical patterns in this book follows the same order as is found in [Evans]. Also, since Aggregates are based on other tactical patterns, we cover the basic building blocks—such as Entities and Value Objects—before the more complex Aggregate pattern.

An instance of an Aggregate is persisted using its **Repository** (12) and later searched for within and retrieved from it. You can see an indication of that in Figure G.4.

Use stateless **Services** (7), such as seen in Figure G.5, inside the domain model to perform business operations that don’t fit naturally as an operation on an Entity or a Value Object.

![Figure G.4](image-url)  
**Figure G.4** Two Aggregate types with their own transactional consistency boundaries

**Aggregate Type 1**
- <<value object>> Value Type 1
- <<aggregate root>> Root Entity 1
- 0..* <<value object>> Value Type 2
- **Repository** 1

**Aggregate Type 2**
- <<aggregate root>> Root Entity 2
- 0..* <<value object>> Value Type 3
- **Repository** 2

State inside reflecting true business rules must remain completely consistent

Use a Repository (12) to persist a specific Aggregate type
Use Domain Events (8) to indicate the occurrence of significant happenings in the domain. Domain Events can be modeled a few different ways. When they capture occurrences that are a result of some Aggregate command operation, the Aggregate itself publishes the Event as depicted in Figure G.6.

Although often given little thought, it’s really important to design Modules (9) correctly. In its simplest form, think of a Module as a package in Java or a namespace in C#. Remember that if you design your Modules mechanically rather than according to the Ubiquitous Language, they will probably do more harm than good. Figure G.7 illustrates how Modules should contain a limited set of cohesive domain objects.

Of course, there’s much more to implementing DDD, and I won’t try to cover it all here. There’s a whole book ahead of you that does just that. I think this Guide gets you off on the right foot for your journey through implementing DDD. So, enjoy the journey!

---

**Figure G.5** Domain Services carry out domain-specific operations, which may involve multiple domain objects.

**Figure G.6** Domain Events can be published by Aggregates.
Oh, and just to get you familiarized with Cowboy Logic, here's one for the trail:

**Cowboy Logic**

AJ: “Don’t worry about bitin’ off more than you can chew. Your mouth is probably a whole lot bigger than you think.” ;-

LB: “You meant to say ‘mind,’ J. Your mind is bigger than you think!”

---

**Figure G.7** A Module contains and organizes cohesive domain objects.
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Chapter 10

Aggregates

*The universe is built up into an aggregate of permanent objects connected by causal relations that are independent of the subject and are placed in objective space and time.*

—Jean Piaget

Clustering Entities (5) and Value Objects (6) into an Aggregate with a carefully crafted consistency boundary may at first seem like quick work, but among all DDD tactical guidance, this pattern is one of the least well understood.

---

**Road Map to This Chapter**

- Along with SaaSOvation, experience the negative consequences of improperly modeling Aggregates.
- Learn to design by the *Aggregate Rules of Thumb* as a set of best-practice guidelines.
- Grasp how to model true invariants in consistency boundaries according to real business rules.
- Consider the advantages of designing small Aggregates.
- See why you should design Aggregates to reference other Aggregates by identity.
- Discover the importance of using eventual consistency outside the Aggregate boundary.
- Learn Aggregate implementation techniques, including Tell, Don’t Ask and Law of Demeter.

To start off, it might help to consider some common questions. Is an Aggregate just a way to *cluster* a graph of closely related objects under a common parent? If so, is there some practical limit to the number of objects that should be allowed to reside in the graph? Since one Aggregate instance can reference other Aggregate instances, can the associations be navigated deeply, modifying various objects along the way? And what is this concept of *invariants* and a *consistency boundary* all about? It is the answer to this last question that greatly influences the answers to the others.
Chapter 10  Aggregates

There are various ways to model Aggregates incorrectly. We could fall into the trap of designing for compositional convenience and make them too large. At the other end of the spectrum, we could strip all Aggregates bare and as a result fail to protect true invariants. As we’ll see, it’s imperative that we avoid both extremes and instead pay attention to the business rules.

Using Aggregates in the Scrum Core Domain

We’ll take a close look at how Aggregates are used by SaaS Ovation, and specifically within the Agile Project Management Context, the application named ProjectOvation. It follows the traditional Scrum project management model, complete with product, product owner, team, backlog items, planned releases, and sprints. If you think of Scrum at its richest, that’s where ProjectOvation is headed; this is a familiar domain to most of us. The Scrum terminology forms the starting point of the Ubiquitous Language. Since it is a subscription-based application hosted using the software as a service (SaaS) model, each subscribing organization is registered as a tenant, another term of our Ubiquitous Language.

The company has assembled a group of talented Scrum experts and developers. However, since their experience with DDD is somewhat limited, the team will make some mistakes with DDD as they climb a difficult learning curve. They will grow by learning from their experiences with Aggregates, and so can we. Their struggles may help us recognize and change similar unfavorable situations we’ve created in our own software.

The concepts of this domain, along with its performance and scalability requirements, are more complex than any that the team has previously faced in the initial Core Domain, the Collaboration Context. To address these issues, one of the DDD tactical tools that they will employ is Aggregates.

How should the team choose the best object clusters? The Aggregate pattern discusses composition and alludes to information hiding, which they understand how to achieve. It also discusses consistency boundaries and transactions, but they haven’t been overly concerned with that. Their chosen persistence mechanism will help manage atomic commits of their data. However, that was a crucial misunderstanding of the pattern’s guidance that caused them to regress. Here’s what happened. The team considered the following statements in the Ubiquitous Language:

• Products have backlog items, releases, and sprints.
• New product backlog items are planned.
• New product releases are scheduled.
• New product sprints are scheduled.
• A planned backlog item may be scheduled for release.
• A scheduled backlog item may be committed to a sprint.

From these they envisioned a model and made their first attempt at a design. Let’s see how it went.

First Attempt: Large-Cluster Aggregate

The team put a lot of weight on the words Products have in the first statement, which influenced their initial attempt to design Aggregates for this domain.

It sounded to some like composition, that objects needed to be interconnected like an object graph. Maintaining these object life cycles together was considered very important. As a result the developers added the following consistency rules to the specification:

• If a backlog item is committed to a sprint, we must not allow it to be removed from the system.
• If a sprint has committed backlog items, we must not allow it to be removed from the system.
• If a release has scheduled backlog items, we must not allow it to be removed from the system.
• If a backlog item is scheduled for release, we must not allow it to be removed from the system.

As a result, Product was first modeled as a very large Aggregate. The Root object, Product, held all BacklogItem, all Release, and all Sprint instances associated with it. The interface design protected all parts from inadvertent client removal.

This design is shown in the following code, and as a UML diagram in Figure 10.1:

```java
public class Product extends ConcurrencySafeEntity {
    private Set<BacklogItem> backlogItems;
    private String description;
    private String name;
    private ProductId productId;
    private Set<Release> releases;
```
The big Aggregate looked attractive, but it wasn’t truly practical. Once the application was running in its intended multi-user environment, it began to regularly experience transactional failures. Let’s look more closely at a few client usage patterns and how they interact with our technical solution model. Our Aggregate instances employ optimistic concurrency to protect persistent objects from simultaneous overlapping modifications by different clients, thus avoiding the use of database locks. As discussed in Entities (5), objects carry a version number that is incremented when changes are made and checked before they are saved to the database. If the version on the persisted object is greater than the version on the client’s copy, the client’s is considered stale and updates are rejected.

Consider a common simultaneous, multiclient usage scenario:

- Two users, Bill and Joe, view the same Product marked as version 1 and begin to work on it.
- Bill plans a new BacklogItem and commits. The Product version is incremented to 2.
- Joe schedules a new Release and tries to save, but his commit fails because it was based on Product version 1.

Persistence mechanisms are used in this general way to deal with concurrency.¹ If you argue that the default concurrency configurations can be changed, reserve your verdict for a while longer. This approach is actually important to protecting Aggregate invariants from concurrent changes.

¹. For example, Hibernate provides optimistic concurrency in this way. The same could be true of a key-value store because the entire Aggregate is often serialized as one value, unless designed to save composed parts separately.

---

**Figure 10.1**  Product modeled as a very large Aggregate
These consistency problems came up with just two users. Add more users, and you have a really big problem. With Scrum, multiple users often make these kinds of overlapping modifications during the sprint planning meeting and in sprint execution. Failing all but one of their requests on an ongoing basis is completely unacceptable.

Nothing about planning a new backlog item should logically interfere with scheduling a new release! Why did Joe’s commit fail? At the heart of the issue, the large-cluster Aggregate was designed with false invariants in mind, not real business rules. These false invariants are artificial constraints imposed by developers. There are other ways for the team to prevent inappropriate removal without being arbitrarily restrictive. Besides causing transactional issues, the design also has performance and scalability drawbacks.

Second Attempt: Multiple Aggregates

Now consider an alternative model as shown in Figure 10.2, in which there are four distinct Aggregates. Each of the dependencies is associated by inference using a common ProductId, which is the identity of Product considered the parent of the other three.

Breaking the single large Aggregate into four will change some method contracts on Product. With the large-cluster Aggregate design the method signatures looked like this:

```java
public class Product ... {
    ...
    public void planBacklogItem(
        String aSummary, String aCategory,
        BacklogItemType aType, StoryPoints aStoryPoints) {
        ...
    }
    ...
    public void scheduleRelease(
        String aName, String aDescription,
```
All of these methods are CQS commands [Fowler, CQS]; that is, they modify the state of the Product by adding the new element to a collection, so they have a void return type. But with the multiple-Aggregate design, we have

These redesigned methods have a CQS query contract and act as Factories (11); that is, each creates a new Aggregate instance and returns a reference to it. Now when a client wants to plan a backlog item, the transactional Application Service (14) must do the following:
String aTenantId, String aProductId,
String aSummary, String aCategory,
String aBacklogItemType, String aStoryPoints) {

    Product product =
        productRepository.productOfId(
        new TenantId(aTenantId),
        new ProductId(aProductId));

    BacklogItem plannedBacklogItem =
        product.planBacklogItem(
            aSummary,
            aCategory,
            BacklogItemType.valueOf(aBacklogItemType),
            StoryPoints.valueOf(aStoryPoints));

    backlogItemRepository.add(plannedBacklogItem);
}

So we’ve solved the transaction failure issue by modeling it away. Any number of BacklogItem, Release, and Sprint instances can now be safely created by simultaneous user requests. That’s pretty simple.

However, even with clear transactional advantages, the four smaller Aggregates are less convenient from the perspective of client consumption. Perhaps instead we could tune the large Aggregate to eliminate the concurrency issues. By setting our Hibernate mapping optimistic-lock option to false, we make the transaction failure domino effect go away. There is no invariant on the total number of created BacklogItem, Release, or Sprint instances, so why not just allow the collections to grow unbounded and ignore these specific modifications on Product? What additional cost would there be for keeping the large-cluster Aggregate? The problem is that it could actually grow out of control. Before thoroughly examining why, let’s consider the most important modeling tip the SaaSOvation team needed.

Rule: Model True Invariants in Consistency Boundaries

When trying to discover the Aggregates in a Bounded Context (2), we must understand the model’s true invariants. Only with that knowledge can we determine which objects should be clustered into a given Aggregate.

An invariant is a business rule that must always be consistent. There are different kinds of consistency. One is transactional consistency, which is
considered immediate and atomic. There is also eventual consistency. When discussing invariants, we are referring to transactional consistency. We might have the invariant
\[
c = a + b
\]
Therefore, when \(a\) is 2 and \(b\) is 3, \(c\) must be 5. According to that rule and conditions, if \(c\) is anything but 5, a system invariant is violated. To ensure that \(c\) is consistent, we design a boundary around these specific attributes of the model:

```java
AggregateType1 {
    int a;
    int b;
    int c;
    operations ...
}
```

The consistency boundary logically asserts that everything inside adheres to a specific set of business invariant rules no matter what operations are performed. The consistency of everything outside this boundary is irrelevant to the Aggregate. Thus, Aggregate is synonymous with transactional consistency boundary. (In this limited example, AggregateType1 has three attributes of type int, but any given Aggregate could hold attributes of various types.)

When employing a typical persistence mechanism, we use a single transaction\(^2\) to manage consistency. When the transaction commits, everything inside one boundary must be consistent. A properly designed Aggregate is one that can be modified in any way required by the business with its invariants completely consistent within a single transaction. And a properly designed Bounded Context modifies only one Aggregate instance per transaction in all cases. What is more, we cannot correctly reason on Aggregate design without applying transactional analysis.

Limiting modification to one Aggregate instance per transaction may sound overly strict. However, it is a rule of thumb and should be the goal in most cases. It addresses the very reason to use Aggregates.

---

2. The transaction may be handled by a Unit of Work [Fowler, P of EAA].
Whiteboard Time

- List on your whiteboard all large-cluster Aggregates in your system.
- Make a note next to each of those Aggregates why it is a large cluster and any potential problems caused by its size.
- Next to that list, name any Aggregates that are modified in the same transaction with others.
- Make a note next to each of those Aggregates whether true or false invariants caused the formation of poorly designed Aggregate boundaries.

The fact that Aggregates must be designed with a consistency focus implies that the user interface should concentrate each request to execute a single command on just one Aggregate instance. If user requests try to accomplish too much, the application will be forced to modify multiple instances at once.

Therefore, Aggregates are chiefly about consistency boundaries and not driven by a desire to design object graphs. Some real-world invariants will be more complex than this. Even so, typically invariants will be less demanding on our modeling efforts, making it possible to design small Aggregates.

Rule: Design Small Aggregates

We can now thoroughly address this question: What additional cost would there be for keeping the large-cluster Aggregate? Even if we guarantee that every transaction would succeed, a large cluster still limits performance and scalability. As SaaS-Ovation develops its market, it’s going to bring in lots of tenants. As each tenant makes a deep commitment to ProjectOvation, SaaS-Ovation will host more and more projects and the management artifacts to go along with them. That will result in vast numbers of products, backlog items, releases, sprints, and others. Performance and scalability are nonfunctional requirements that cannot be ignored.

Keeping performance and scalability in mind, what happens when one user of one tenant wants to add a single backlog item to a product, one that is years old and already has thousands of backlog items? Assume a persistence mechanism capable of lazy loading (Hibernate). We almost never load all backlog items, releases, sprints, and others at once. Still, thousands of backlog items would be
loaded into memory just to add one new element to the already large collection. It’s worse if a persistence mechanism does not support lazy loading. Even being memory conscious, sometimes we would have to load multiple collections, such as when scheduling a backlog item for release or committing one to a sprint; all backlog items, and either all releases or all sprints, would be loaded.

To see this clearly, look at the diagram in Figure 10.3 containing the zoomed composition. Don’t let the 0..* fool you; the number of associations will almost never be zero and will keep growing over time. We would likely need to load thousands and thousands of objects into memory all at once, just to carry out what should be a relatively basic operation. That’s just for a single team member of a single tenant on a single product. We have to keep in mind that this could happen all at once with hundreds or thousands of tenants, each with multiple teams and many products. And over time the situation will only become worse.

This large-cluster Aggregate will never perform or scale well. It is more likely to become a nightmare leading only to failure. It was deficient from the start because the false invariants and a desire for compositional convenience drove the design, to the detriment of transactional success, performance, and scalability.

If we are going to design small Aggregates, what does “small” mean? The extreme would be an Aggregate with only its globally unique identity and one

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 10.3** With this Product model, multiple large collections load during many basic operations.
RULE: DESIGN SMALL AGGREGATES

additional attribute, which is not what’s being recommended (unless that is truly what one specific Aggregate requires). Rather, limit the Aggregate to just the Root Entity and a minimal number of attributes and/or Value-typed properties. The correct minimum is however many are necessary, and no more.

Which ones are necessary? The simple answer is: those that must be consistent with others, even if domain experts don’t specify them as rules. For example, Product has name and description attributes. We can’t imagine name and description being inconsistent, modeled in separate Aggregates. When you change the name, you probably also change the description. If you change one and not the other, it’s probably because you are fixing a spelling error or making the description more fitting to the name. Even though domain experts will probably not think of this as an explicit business rule, it is an implicit one.

What if you think you should model a contained part as an Entity? First ask whether that part must itself change over time, or whether it can be completely replaced when change is necessary. Cases where instances can be completely replaced point to the use of a Value Object rather than an Entity. At times Entity parts are necessary. Yet, if we run through this design exercise on a case-by-case basis, many concepts modeled as Entities can be refactored to Value Objects. Favoring Value types as Aggregate parts doesn’t mean the Aggregate is immutable since the Root Entity itself mutates when one of its Value-typed properties is replaced.

There are important advantages to limiting internal parts to Values. Depending on your persistence mechanism, Values can be serialized with the Root Entity, whereas Entities can require separately tracked storage. Overhead is higher with Entity parts, as, for example, when SQL joins are necessary to read them using Hibernate. Reading a single database table row is much faster. Value objects are smaller and safer to use (fewer bugs). Due to immutability it is easier for unit tests to prove their correctness. These advantages are discussed in Value Objects (6).

On one project for the financial derivatives sector using Qi4j [Öberg], Niclas Hedhman4 reported that his team was able to design approximately 70 percent of all Aggregates with just a Root Entity containing some Value-typed properties. The remaining 30 percent had just two to three total Entities. This doesn’t indicate that all domain models will have a 70/30 split. It does indicate that a high percentage of Aggregates can be limited to a single Entity, the Root.

3. A Value-typed property is an attribute that holds a reference to a Value Object. I distinguish this from a simple attribute such as a string or numeric type, as does Ward Cunningham when describing Whole Value [Cunningham, Whole Value].
4. See also www.jroller.com/niclas/
The [Evans] discussion of Aggregates gives an example where having multiple Entities makes sense. A purchase order is assigned a maximum allowable total, and the sum of all line items must not surpass the total. The rule becomes tricky to enforce when multiple users simultaneously add line items. Any one addition is not permitted to exceed the limit, but concurrent additions by multiple users could collectively do so. I won’t repeat the solution here, but I want to emphasize that most of the time the invariants of business models are simpler to manage than that example. Recognizing this helps us to model Aggregates with as few properties as possible.

Smaller Aggregates not only perform and scale better, they are also biased toward transactional success, meaning that conflicts preventing a commit are rare. This makes a system more usable. Your domain will not often have true invariant constraints that force you into large-composition design situations. Therefore, it is just plain smart to limit Aggregate size. When you occasionally encounter a true consistency rule, add another few Entities, or possibly a collection, as necessary, but continue to push yourself to keep the overall size as small as possible.

**Don’t Trust Every Use Case**

Business analysts play an important role in delivering use case specifications. Much work goes into a large and detailed specification, and it will affect many of our design decisions. Yet, we mustn’t forget that use cases derived in this way don’t carry the perspective of the domain experts and developers of our close-knit modeling team. We still must reconcile each use case with our current model and design, including our decisions about Aggregates. A common issue that arises is a particular use case that calls for the modification of multiple Aggregate instances. In such a case we must determine whether the specified large user goal is spread across multiple persistence transactions, or if it occurs within just one. If it is the latter, it pays to be skeptical. No matter how well it is written, such a use case may not accurately reflect the true Aggregates of our model.

Assuming your Aggregate boundaries are aligned with real business constraints, it’s going to cause problems if business analysts specify what you see in Figure 10.4. Thinking through the various commit order permutations, you’ll see that there are cases where two of the three requests will fail.\(^5\) What

---

5. This doesn’t address the fact that some use cases describe modifications to multiple Aggregates that span transactions, which would be fine. A user goal should not be viewed as synonymous with a transaction. We are concerned only with use cases that actually indicate the modification of multiple Aggregate instances in one transaction.
Rule: Reference Other Aggregates by Identity

When designing Aggregates, we may desire a compositional structure that allows for traversal through deep object graphs, but that is not the motivation of the pattern. [Evans] states that one Aggregate may hold references to
the Root of other Aggregates. However, we must keep in mind that this does
not place the referenced Aggregate inside the consistency boundary of the one
referencing it. The reference does not cause the formation of just one whole
Aggregate. There are still two (or more), as shown in Figure 10.5.

In Java the association would be modeled like this:

```java
public class BacklogItem extends ConcurrencySafeEntity {
    ...
    private Product product;
    ...
}
```

That is, the BacklogItem holds a direct object association to Product.

In combination with what’s already been discussed and what’s next, this has
a few implications:

1. Both the referencing Aggregate (BacklogItem) and the referenced Aggre-
gate (Product) must not be modified in the same transaction. Only one
or the other may be modified in a single transaction.

2. If you are modifying multiple instances in a single transaction, it may be
a strong indication that your consistency boundaries are wrong. If so, it
is possibly a missed modeling opportunity; a concept of your Ubiquitous
Language has not yet been discovered although it is waving its hands and
shouting at you (see earlier in this chapter).

Figure 10.5  There are two Aggregates, not one.
3. If you are attempting to apply point 2, and doing so influences a large-cluster Aggregate with all the previously stated caveats, it may be an indication that you need to use eventual consistency (see later in this chapter) instead of atomic consistency.

If you don’t hold any reference, you can’t modify another Aggregate. So the temptation to modify multiple Aggregates in the same transaction could be squelched by avoiding the situation in the first place. But that is overly limiting since domain models always require some associative connections. What might we do to facilitate necessary associations, protect from transaction misuse or inordinate failure, and allow the model to perform and scale?

**Making Aggregates Work Together through Identity References**

Prefer references to external Aggregates only by their globally unique identity, not by holding a direct object reference (or “pointer”). This is exemplified in Figure 10.6.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 10.6** The `BacklogItem` Aggregate, inferring associations outside its boundary with identities
We would refactor the source to

```java
public class BacklogItem extends ConcurrencySafeEntity {
    ...  
    private ProductId productId;
    ...  
}
```

Aggregates with inferred object references are thus automatically smaller because references are never eagerly loaded. The model can perform better because instances require less time to load and take less memory. Using less memory has positive implications for both memory allocation overhead and garbage collection.

**Model Navigation**

Reference by identity doesn’t completely prevent navigation through the model. Some will use a **Repository (12)** from inside an Aggregate for lookup. This technique is called **Disconnected Domain Model**, and it’s actually a form of lazy loading. There’s a different recommended approach, however: Use a Repository or **Domain Service (7)** to look up dependent objects ahead of invoking the Aggregate behavior. A client Application Service may control this, then dispatch to the Aggregate:

```java
public class ProductBacklogItemService ... { 
    ... 
    @Transactional
    public void assignTeamMemberToTask( 
        String aTenantId,  
        String aBacklogItemId, 
        String aTaskId,   
        String aTeamMemberId) { 

        BacklogItem backlogItem =  
            backlogItemRepository.backlogItemOfId( 
                new TenantId(aTenantId),
                new BacklogItemId(aBacklogItemId));

        Team ofTeam =  
            teamRepository.teamOfId( 
                backlogItem.tenantId(),
                backlogItem.teamId());

        backlogItem.assignTeamMemberToTask( 
            new TeamMemberId(aTeamMemberId),
```
Having an Application Service resolve dependencies frees the Aggregate from relying on either a Repository or a Domain Service. However, for very complex and domain-specific dependency resolutions, passing a Domain Service into an Aggregate command method can be the best way to go. The Aggregate can then double-dispatch to the Domain Service to resolve references. Again, in whatever way one Aggregate gains access to others, referencing multiple Aggregates in one request does not give license to cause modification on two or more of them.

**Cowboy Logic**

LB: “I’ve got two points of reference when I’m navigating at night. If it smells like beef on the hoof, I’m heading to the herd. If it smells like beef on the grill, I’m heading home.”

Limiting a model to using only reference by identity could make it more difficult to serve clients that assemble and render User Interface views. You may have to use multiple Repositories in a single use case to populate views. If query overhead causes performance issues, it may be worth considering the use of theta joins or CQRS. Hibernate, for example, supports theta joins as a means to assemble a number of referentially associated Aggregate instances in a single join query, which can provide the necessary viewable parts. If CQRS and theta joins are not an option, you may need to strike a balance between inferred and direct object reference.

If all this advice seems to lead to a less convenient model, consider the additional benefits it affords. Making Aggregates smaller leads to better-performing models, plus we can add scalability and distribution.

**Scalability and Distribution**

Since Aggregates don’t use direct references to other Aggregates but reference by identity, their persistent state can be moved around to reach large scale. Almost-infinite scalability is achieved by allowing for continuous repartitioning of Aggregate data storage, as explained by Amazon.com’s Pat Helland in
his position paper “Life beyond Distributed Transactions: An Apostate’s Opinion” [Helland]. What we call Aggregate, he calls entity. But what he describes is still an Aggregate by any other name: a unit of composition that has transactional consistency. Some NoSQL persistence mechanisms support the Amazon-inspired distributed storage. These provide much of what [Helland] refers to as the lower, scale-aware layer. When employing a distributed store, or even when using a SQL database with similar motivations, reference by identity plays an important role.

Distribution extends beyond storage. Since there are always multiple Bounded Contexts at play in a given Core Domain initiative, reference by identity allows distributed domain models to have associations from afar. When an Event-Driven approach is in use, message-based Domain Events (8) containing Aggregate identities are sent around the enterprise. Message subscribers in foreign Bounded Contexts use the identities to carry out operations in their own domain models. Reference by identity forms remote associations or partners. Distributed operations are managed by what [Helland] calls two-party activities, but in Publish-Subscribe [Buschmann et al.] or Observer [Gamma et al.] terms it’s multi-party (two or more). Transactions across distributed systems are not atomic. The various systems bring multiple Aggregates into a consistent state eventually.

**Rule: Use Eventual Consistency Outside the Boundary**

There is a frequently overlooked statement found in the [Evans] Aggregate pattern definition. It bears heavily on what we must do to achieve model consistency when multiple Aggregates must be affected by a single client request:

Any rule that spans AGGREGATES will not be expected to be up-to-date at all times. Through event processing, batch processing, or other update mechanisms, other dependencies can be resolved within some specific time. [Evans, p. 128]

Thus, if executing a command on one Aggregate instance requires that additional business rules execute on one or more other Aggregates, use eventual consistency. Accepting that all Aggregate instances in a large-scale, high-traffic enterprise are never completely consistent helps us accept that eventual consistency also makes sense in the smaller scale where just a few instances are involved.

Ask the domain experts if they could tolerate some time delay between the modification of one instance and the others involved. Domain experts are sometimes far more comfortable with the idea of delayed consistency than are developers. They are aware of realistic delays that occur all the time in their business, whereas developers are usually indoctrinated with an atomic change
mentality. Domain experts often remember the days prior to computer automation of their business operations, when various kinds of delays occurred all the time and consistency was never immediate. Thus, domain experts are often willing to allow for reasonable delays—a generous number of seconds, minutes, hours, or even days—before consistency occurs.

There is a practical way to support eventual consistency in a DDD model. An Aggregate command method publishes a Domain Event that is in time delivered to one or more asynchronous subscribers:

```java
public class BacklogItem extends ConcurrencySafeEntity {
    ...
    public void commitTo(Sprint aSprint) {
        ...
        DomainEventPublisher
            .instance()
            .publish(new BacklogItemCommitted(
                this.tenantId(),
                this.backlogItemId(),
                this.sprintId()));
    }
    ...
}
```

Each of these subscribers then retrieves a different yet corresponding Aggregate instance and executes its behavior based on it. Each of the subscribers executes in a separate transaction, obeying the rule of Aggregates to modify just one instance per transaction.

What happens if the subscriber experiences concurrency contention with another client, causing its modification to fail? The modification can be retried if the subscriber does not acknowledge success to the messaging mechanism. The message will be redelivered, a new transaction started, a new attempt made to execute the necessary command, and a corresponding commit made. This retry process can continue until consistency is achieved, or until a retry limit is reached.6 If complete failure occurs, it may be necessary to compensate, or at a minimum to report the failure for pending intervention.

What is accomplished by publishing the BacklogItemCommitted Domain Event in this specific example? Recalling that BacklogItem already holds the identity of the Sprint it is committed to, we are in no way interested in

---

6. Consider attempting retries using Capped Exponential Back-off. Rather than defaulting to a retry every \( N \) fixed number of seconds, exponentially back off on retries while capping waits with an upper limit. For example, start at one second and back off exponentially, doubling until success or until reaching a 32-second wait-and-retry cap.
maintaining a meaningless bidirectional association. Rather, the Event allows for the eventual creation of a CommittedBacklogItem so the Sprint can make a record of work commitment. Since each CommittedBacklogItem has an ordering attribute, it allows the Sprint to give each BacklogItem an ordering different from those of Product and Release, and that is not tied to the BacklogItem instance’s own recorded estimation of Business-Priority. Thus, Product and Release hold similar associations, namely, ProductBacklogItem and ScheduledBacklogItem, respectively.

**Whiteboard Time**

- Return to your list of large-cluster Aggregates and the two or more modified in a single transaction.

- Describe and diagram how you will break up the large clusters. Circle and note each of the true invariants inside each of the new small Aggregates.

- Describe and diagram how you will keep separate Aggregates eventually consistent.

This example demonstrates how to use eventual consistency in a single Bounded Context, but the same technique can also be applied in a distributed fashion as previously described.

**Ask Whose Job It Is**

Some domain scenarios can make it very challenging to determine whether transactional or eventual consistency should be used. Those who use DDD in a classic/traditional way may lean toward transactional consistency. Those who use CQRS may tend toward eventual consistency. But which is correct? Frankly, neither of those tendencies provides a domain-specific answer, only a technical preference. Is there a better way to break the tie?

**Cowboy Logic**

LB: “My son told me that he found on the Internet how to make my cows more fertile. I told him that’s the bull’s job.”
Discussing this with Eric Evans revealed a very simple and sound guideline. When examining the use case (or story), ask whether it’s the job of the user executing the use case to make the data consistent. If it is, try to make it transactionally consistent, but only by adhering to the other rules of Aggregates. If it is another user’s job, or the job of the system, allow it to be eventually consistent. That bit of wisdom not only provides a convenient tie breaker, but it helps us gain a deeper understanding of our domain. It exposes the real system invariants: the ones that must be kept transactionally consistent. That understanding is much more valuable than defaulting to a technical leaning.

This is a great tip to add to the Aggregate Rules of Thumb. Since there are other forces to consider, it may not always lead to the final choice between transactional and eventual consistency but will usually provide deeper insight into the model. This guideline is used later in the chapter when the team revisits their Aggregate boundaries.

Reasons to Break the Rules

An experienced DDD practitioner may at times decide to persist changes to multiple Aggregate instances in a single transaction, but only with good reason. What might some reasons be? I discuss four reasons here. You may experience these and others.

Reason One: User Interface Convenience

Sometimes user interfaces, as a convenience, allow users to define the common characteristics of many things at once in order to create batches of them. Perhaps it happens frequently that team members want to create several backlog items as a batch. The user interface allows them to fill out all the common properties in one section, and then one by one the few distinguishing properties of each, eliminating repeated gestures. All of the new backlog items are then planned (created) at once:

```java
public class ProductBacklogItemService ... {
    ...
    @Transactional
    public void planBatchOfProductBacklogItems(
        String aTenantId, String productId,
        BacklogItemDescription[] aDescriptions) {
        Product product =
            productRepository.productOfId(
                new TenantId(aTenantId),
                new ProductId(productId));
    }
}```
for (BacklogItemDescription desc : aDescriptions) {
    BacklogItem plannedBacklogItem =
        product.planBacklogItem(
            desc.summary(),
            desc.category(),
            BacklogItemType.valueOf(
                desc.backlogItemType()),
            StoryPoints.valueOf(
                desc.storyPoints()));

    backlogItemRepository.add(plannedBacklogItem);
}

Does this cause a problem with managing invariants? In this case, no, since it would not matter whether these were created one at a time or in batch. The objects being instantiated are full Aggregates, which maintain their own invariants. Thus, if creating a batch of Aggregate instances all at once is semantically no different from creating one at a time repeatedly, it represents one reason to break the rule of thumb with impunity.

Reason Two: Lack of Technical Mechanisms

Eventual consistency requires the use of some kind of out-of-band processing capability, such as messaging, timers, or background threads. What if the project you are working on has no provision for any such mechanism? While most of us would consider that strange, I have faced that very limitation. With no messaging mechanism, no background timers, and no other home-grown threading capabilities, what could be done?

If we aren’t careful, this situation could lead us back toward designing large-cluster Aggregates. While that might make us feel as if we are adhering to the single transaction rule, as previously discussed it would also degrade performance and limit scalability. To avoid that, perhaps we could instead change the system’s Aggregates altogether, forcing the model to solve our challenges. We’ve already considered the possibility that project specifications may be jealously guarded, leaving us little room for negotiating previously unimagined domain concepts. That’s not really the DDD way, but sometimes it does happen. The conditions may allow for no reasonable way to alter the modeling circumstances in our favor. In such cases project dynamics may force us to modify two or more Aggregate instances in one transaction. However obvious this might seem, such a decision should not be made too hastily.
Consider an additional factor that could further support diverging from the rule: *user-aggregate affinity*. Are the business workflows such that only one user would be focused on one set of Aggregate instances at any given time? Ensuring user-aggregate affinity makes the decision to alter multiple Aggregate instances in a single transaction more sound since it tends to prevent the violation of invariants and transactional collisions. Even with user-aggregate affinity, in rare situations users may face concurrency conflicts. Yet each Aggregate would still be protected from that by using optimistic concurrency. Anyway, concurrency conflicts can happen in any system, and even more frequently when user-aggregate affinity is not our ally. Besides, recovering from concurrency conflicts is straightforward when encountered at rare times. Thus, when our design is forced to, sometimes it works out well to modify multiple Aggregate instances in one transaction.

**Reason Three: Global Transactions**

Another influence considered is the effects of legacy technologies and enterprise policies. One such might be the need to strictly adhere to the use of global, two-phase commit transactions. This is one of those situations that may be impossible to push back on, at least in the short term.

Even if you must use a global transaction, you don’t necessarily have to modify multiple Aggregate instances at once in your local Bounded Context. If you can avoid doing so, at least you can prevent transactional contention in your Core Domain and actually obey the rules of Aggregates as far as you are able. The downside to global transactions is that your system will probably never scale as it could if you were able to avoid two-phase commits and the immediate consistency that goes along with them.

**Reason Four: Query Performance**

There may be times when it’s best to hold direct object references to other Aggregates. This could be used to ease Repository query performance issues. These must be weighed carefully in the light of potential size and overall
performance trade-off implications. One example of breaking the rule of reference by identity is given later in the chapter.

### Adhering to the Rules

You may experience user interface design decisions, technical limitations, stiff policies, or other factors in your enterprise environment that require you to make some compromises. Certainly we don’t go in search of excuses to break the Aggregate Rules of Thumb. In the long run, adhering to the rules will benefit our projects. We’ll have consistency where necessary, and support for optimally performing and highly scalable systems.

### Gaining Insight through Discovery

With the rules of Aggregates in use, we’ll see how adhering to them affects the design of the SaaSOvation Scrum model. We’ll see how the project team rethinks their design again, applying newfound techniques. That effort leads to the discovery of new insights into the model. Their various ideas are tried and then superseded.

### Rethinking the Design, Again

After the refactoring iteration that broke up the large-cluster Product, the BacklogItem now stands alone as its own Aggregate. It reflects the model presented in Figure 10.7. The team composed a collection of Task instances inside the BacklogItem Aggregate. Each BacklogItem has a globally unique identity, its BacklogItemId. All associations to other Aggregates are inferred through identities. That means its parent Product, the Release it is scheduled within, and the Sprint to which it is committed are referenced by identities. It seems fairly small.

With the team now jazzed about designing small Aggregates, could they possibly overdo it in that direction?

Despite the good feeling coming out of that previous iteration, there was still some concern. For example, the story attribute allowed for a good deal of text. Teams developing agile stories won’t write lengthy prose. Even so, there is an optional editor component that supports writing rich use case definitions. Those could be many thousands of bytes. It was worth considering the possible overhead.
Given this potential overhead and the errors already made in designing the large-cluster Product of Figures 10.1 and 10.3, the team was now on a mission to reduce the size of every Aggregate in the Bounded Context. Crucial questions arose. Was there a true invariant between BacklogItem and Task that this relationship must maintain? Or was this yet another case where the association could be further broken apart, with two separate Aggregates being safely formed? What would be the total cost of keeping the design as is?

A key to their making a proper determination lay in the Ubiquitous Language. Here is where an invariant was stated:

- When progress is made on a backlog item task, the team member will estimate task hours remaining.
- When a team member estimates that zero hours are remaining on a specific task, the backlog item checks all tasks for any remaining hours. If no hours remain on any tasks, the backlog item status is automatically changed to done.
- When a team member estimates that one or more hours are remaining on a specific task and the backlog item's status is already done, the status is automatically regressed.

This sure seemed like a true invariant. The backlog item's correct status is automatically adjusted and is completely dependent on the total number of hours remaining on all its tasks. If the total number of task hours and the backlog item status are to remain consistent, it seems as if Figure 10.7 does stipulate the correct Aggregate
consistency boundary. However, the team should still determine what the current cluster could cost in terms of performance and scalability. That would be weighed against what they might save if the backlog item status could be eventually consistent with the total task hours remaining.

Some will see this as a classic opportunity to use eventual consistency, but we won’t jump to that conclusion just yet. Let’s analyze a transactional consistency approach, then investigate what could be accomplished using eventual consistency. We can then draw our own conclusion as to which approach is preferred.

### Estimating Aggregate Cost

As Figure 10.7 shows, each Task holds a collection of `EstimationLogEntry` instances. These logs model the specific occasions when a team member enters a new estimate of hours remaining. In practical terms, how many Task elements will each BacklogItem hold, and how many `EstimationLogEntry` elements will a given Task hold? It’s hard to say exactly. It’s largely a measure of how complex any one task is and how long a sprint lasts. But some back-of-the-envelope (BOTE) calculations might help [Bentley].

Task hours are usually reestimated each day after a team member works on a given task. Let’s say that most sprints are either two or three weeks in length. There will be longer sprints, but a two- to three-week time span is common enough. So let’s select a number of days somewhere between ten and 15. Without being too precise, 12 days works well since there may actually be more two-week than three-week sprints.

Next, consider the number of hours assigned to each task. Remembering that tasks must be broken down into manageable units, we generally use a number of hours between four and 16. Normally if a task exceeds a 12-hour estimate, Scrum experts suggest breaking it down further. But using 12 hours as a first test makes it easier to simulate work evenly. We can say that tasks are worked on for one hour on each of the 12 days of the sprint. Doing so favors more complex tasks. So we’ll figure 12 reestimations per task, assuming that each task starts out with 12 hours allocated to it.

The question remains: How many tasks would be required per backlog item? That too is a difficult question to answer. What if we thought in terms of there being two or three tasks required per Layer (4) or Hexagonal Port-Adapter (4) for a given feature slice? For example, we might count three for the User Interface Layer (14), two for the Application Layer (14), three for the Domain Layer, and three for the Infrastructure Layer (14). That would bring us to 11 total
tasks. It might be just right or a bit slim, but we’ve already erred on the side of numerous task estimations. Let’s bump it up to 12 tasks per backlog item to be more liberal. With that we are allowing for 12 tasks, each with 12 estimation logs, or 144 total collected objects per backlog item. While this may be more than the norm, it gives us a chunky BOTE calculation to work with.

There is another variable to be considered. If Scrum expert advice to define smaller tasks is commonly followed, it would change things somewhat. Doubling the number of tasks (24) and halving the number of estimation log entries (6) would still produce 144 total objects. However, it would cause more tasks to be loaded (24 rather than 12) during all estimation requests, consuming more memory on each. The team will try various combinations to see if there is any significant impact on their performance tests. But to start they will use 12 tasks of 12 hours each.

Common Usage Scenarios

Now it’s important to consider common usage scenarios. How often will one user request need to load all 144 objects into memory at once? Would that ever happen? It seems not, but the team needs to check. If not, what’s the likely high-end count of objects? Also, will there typically be multiclient usage that causes concurrency contention on backlog items? Let’s see.

The following scenarios are based on the use of Hibernate for persistence. Also, each Entity type has its own optimistic concurrency version attribute. This is workable because the changing status invariant is managed on the BacklogItem Root Entity. When the status is automatically altered (to done or back to committed), the Root’s version is bumped. Thus, changes to tasks can happen independently of each other and without impacting the Root each time one is modified, unless the result is a status change. (The following analysis could need to be revisited if using, for example, document-based storage, since the Root is effectively modified every time a collected part is modified.)

When a backlog item is first created, there are zero contained tasks. Normally it is not until sprint planning that tasks are defined. During that meeting tasks are identified by the team. As each one is called out, a team member adds it to the corresponding backlog item. There is no need for two team members to contend with each other for the Aggregate, as if racing to see who can enter new tasks more quickly. That would cause collision, and one of the two requests would fail (for the same reason simultaneously adding various parts to Product previously failed). However, the two team members would probably soon figure out how counterproductive their redundant work is.

If the developers learned that multiple users do indeed regularly want to add tasks together, it would change the analysis significantly. That understanding
could immediately tip the scales in favor of breaking `BacklogItem` and `Task` into two separate Aggregates. On the other hand, this could also be a perfect time to tune the Hibernate mapping by setting the `optimistic-lock` option to `false`. Allowing tasks to grow simultaneously could make sense in this case, especially if they don’t pose performance and scalability issues.

If tasks are at first estimated at zero hours and later updated to an accurate estimate, we still don’t tend to experience concurrency contention, although this would add one additional estimation log entry, pushing our BOTE total to 13. Simultaneous use here does not change the backlog item status. Again, it advances to done only by going from greater than zero to zero hours, or regresses to committed if already done and hours are changed from zero to one or more—two uncommon events.

Will daily estimations cause problems? On day one of the sprint there are usually zero estimation logs on a given task of a backlog item. At the end of day one, each volunteer team member working on a task reduces the estimated hours by one. This adds a new estimation log to each task, but the backlog item’s status remains unaffected. There is never contention on a task because just one team member adjusts its hours. It’s not until day 12 that we reach the point of status transition. Still, as each of any 11 tasks is reduced to zero hours, the backlog item’s status is not altered. It’s only the very last estimation, the 144th on the 12th task, that causes automatic status transition to the done state.

This analysis led the team to an important realization. Even if they altered the usage scenarios, accelerating task completion by double (six days) or even mixing it up completely, it wouldn’t change anything. It’s always the final estimate that transitions the status, which modifies the Root. This seemed like a safe design, although memory overhead was still in question.

**Memory Consumption**

Now to address the memory consumption. Important here is that estimates are logged by date as Value Objects. If a team member reestimates any number of times on a single day, only the most recent estimate is retained. The latest Value of the same date replaces the previous one in the collection. At this point there’s no requirement to track task estimation mistakes. There is the assumption that a task will never have more estimation log entries than the number of days the sprint is in progress. That assumption changes if tasks were defined one or more days before the sprint planning meeting, and hours were reestimated on any of those earlier days. There would be one extra log for each day that occurred.
What about the total number of tasks and estimates in memory for each reestimation? When using lazy loading for the tasks and estimation logs, we would have as many as 12 plus 12 collected objects in memory at one time per request. This is because all 12 tasks would be loaded when accessing that collection. To add the latest estimation log entry to one of those tasks, we’d have to load the collection of estimation log entries. That would be up to another 12 objects. In the end the Aggregate design requires one backlog item, 12 tasks, and 12 log entries, or 25 objects maximum total. That’s not very many; it’s a small Aggregate. Another factor is that the higher end of objects (for example, 25) is not reached until the last day of the sprint. During much of the sprint the Aggregate is even smaller.

Will this design cause performance problems because of lazy loads? Possibly, because it actually requires two lazy loads, one for the tasks and one for the estimation log entries for one of the tasks. The team will have to test to investigate the possible overhead of the multiple fetches.

There’s another factor. Scrum enables teams to experiment in order to identify the right planning model for their practices. As explained by [Sutherland], experienced teams with a well-known velocity can estimate using story points rather than task hours. As they define each task, they can assign just one hour to each task. During the sprint they will reestimate only once per task, changing one hour to zero when the task is completed. As it pertains to Aggregate design, using story points reduces the total number of estimation logs per task to just one and almost eliminates memory overhead.

Later on, ProjectOvation developers will be able to analytically determine (on average) how many actual tasks and estimation log entries exist per backlog item by examining real production data.

The foregoing analysis was enough to motivate the team to test against their BOTE calculations. After inconclusive results, however, they decided that there were still too many variables for them to be confident that this design dealt well with their concerns. There were enough unknowns to consider an alternative design.

Exploring Another Alternative Design

Is there another design that could contribute to Aggregate boundaries more fitting to the usage scenarios?
To be thorough, the team wanted to think through what they would have to do to make `Task` an independent Aggregate, and if that would actually work to their benefit. What they envisioned is seen in Figure 10.8. Doing this would reduce part composition overhead by 12 objects and reduce lazy load overhead. In fact, this design gave them the option to eagerly load estimation log entries in all cases if that would perform best.

The developers agreed not to modify separate Aggregates, both the `Task` and the `BacklogItem`, in the same transaction. They had to determine if they could perform a necessary automatic status change within an acceptable time frame. They’d be weakening the invariant’s consistency since the status couldn’t be consistent by transaction. Would that be acceptable? They discussed the matter with the domain experts and learned that some delay between the final zero-hour estimate and the status being set to done, and vice versa, would be acceptable.

Implementing Eventual Consistency

It looks as if there could be a legitimate use of eventual consistency between separate Aggregates. Here is how it could work.

When a `Task` processes an `estimateHoursRemaining()` command, it publishes a corresponding Domain Event. It does that already, but the team would now leverage the Event to achieve eventual consistency. The Event is modeled with the following properties:
public class TaskHoursRemainingEstimated implements DomainEvent {
    private Date occurredOn;
    private TenantId tenantId;
    private BacklogItemId backlogItemId;
    private TaskId taskId;
    private int hoursRemaining;
    ...
}

A specialized subscriber would now listen for these and delegate to a Domain Service to coordinate the consistency processing. The Service would

- Use the BacklogItemRepository to retrieve the identified BacklogItem.
- Use the TaskRepository to retrieve all Task instances associated with the identified BacklogItem.
- Execute the BacklogItem command named estimateTaskHoursRemaining(), passing the Domain Event's hoursRemaining and the retrieved Task instances. The BacklogItem may transition its status depending on parameters.

The team should find a way to optimize this. The three-step design requires all Task instances to be loaded every time a reestimation occurs. When using our BOTE estimate and advancing continuously toward done, 143 out of 144 times that's unnecessary. This could be optimized pretty easily. Instead of using the Repository to get all Task instances, they could simply ask it for the sum of all Task hours as calculated by the database:

public class HibernateTaskRepository implements TaskRepository {
    ...
    public int totalBacklogItemTaskHoursRemaining(TenantId aTenantId, BacklogItemId aBacklogItemId) {
        Query query = session.createQuery("select sum(task.hoursRemaining) from Task task "+ "where task.tenantId = ? and "+ "task.backlogItemId = ?");
        ...
    }
}

Eventual consistency complicates the user interface a bit. Unless the status transition can be achieved within a few hundred milliseconds, how would the user interface display the new state? Should they place business logic in
the view to determine the current status? That would constitute a smart UI anti-pattern. Perhaps the view would just display the stale status and allow users to deal with the visual inconsistency. That could easily be perceived as a bug, or at least be very annoying.

The view could use a background Ajax polling request, but that could be quite inefficient. Since the view component could not easily determine exactly when checking for a status update is necessary, most Ajax pings would be unnecessary. Using our BOTE numbers, 143 of 144 reestimations would not cause the status update, which is a lot of redundant requests on the Web tier. With the right server-side support the clients could instead depend on Comet (aka Ajax Push). Although a nice challenge, that would introduce a completely new technology that the team had no experience using.

On the other hand, perhaps the best solution is the simplest. They could opt to place a visual cue on the screen that informs the user that the current status is uncertain. The view could suggest a time frame for checking back or refreshing. Alternatively, the changed status will probably show on the next rendered view. That’s safe. The team would need to run some user acceptance tests, but it looked hopeful.

Is It the Team Member’s Job?

One important question has thus far been completely overlooked: Whose job is it to bring a backlog item’s status into consistency with all remaining task hours? Do team members using Scrum care if the parent backlog item’s status transitions to done just as they set the last task’s hours to zero? Will they always know they are working with the last task that has remaining hours? Perhaps they will and perhaps it is the responsibility of each team member to bring each backlog item to official completion.

On the other hand, what if there is another project stakeholder involved? For example, the product owner or some other person may desire to check the candidate backlog item for satisfactory completion. Maybe someone wants to use the feature on a continuous integration server first. If others are happy with the developers’ claim of completion, they will manually mark the status as done. This certainly changes the game, indicating that neither transactional nor eventual consistency is necessary. Tasks could be split off from their parent backlog item because this new use case allows it. However, if it is really the team members who should cause the automatic transition to done, it would mean that tasks should probably be composed within the backlog item to allow for transactional consistency. Interestingly, there is no clear answer here either, which probably indicates that it should be an optional application preference.
Leaving tasks within their backlog item solves the consistency problem, and it’s a modeling choice that can support both automatic and manual status transitions.

This valuable exercise uncovered a completely new aspect of the domain. It seems as if teams should be able to configure a workflow preference. They won’t implement such a feature now, but they will promote it for further discussion. Asking “whose job is it?” led them to a few vital perceptions about their domain.

Next, one of the developers made a very practical suggestion as an alternative to this whole analysis. If they were chiefly concerned with the possible overhead of the story attribute, why not do something about that specifically? They could reduce the total storage capacity for the story and in addition create a new useCaseDefinition property. They could design it to lazy load, since much of the time it would never be used. Or they could even design it as a separate Aggregate, loading it only when needed. With that idea they realized this could be a good time to break the rule to reference external Aggregates only by identity. It seemed like a suitable modeling choice to use a direct object reference and declare its object-relational mapping so as to lazily load it. Perhaps that made sense.

Time for Decisions

This level of analysis can’t continue all day. There needs to be a decision. It’s not as if going in one direction now would negate the possibility of going another route later. Open-mindedness is now blocking pragmatism.

Based on all this analysis, currently the team was shying away from splitting Task from BacklogItem. They couldn’t be certain that splitting it now was worth the extra effort, the risk of leaving the true invariant unprotected, or allowing users to experience a possible stale status in the view. The current Aggregate, as they understood it, was fairly small. Even if their common worst case loaded 50 objects rather than 25, it would still be a reasonably sized cluster. For now they planned around the specialized use case definition holder. Doing that was a quick win with lots of benefits. It added little risk, because it will work now, and it will also work in the future if they decide to split Task from BacklogItem.

The option to split it in two remained in their hip pocket just in case. After further experimentation with the current design, running it through performance and load
tests, as well investigating user acceptance with an eventually consistent status, it will become clearer which approach is better. The BOTE numbers could prove to be wrong if in production the Aggregate is larger than imagined. If so, the team will no doubt split it into two.

If you were a member of the ProjectOvation team, which modeling option would you have chosen? Don’t shy away from discovery sessions as demonstrated in the case study. That entire effort would require 30 minutes, and perhaps as much as 60 minutes at worst. It’s well worth the time to gain deeper insight into your Core Domain.

### Implementation

The more prominent factors summarized and highlighted here can make implementations more robust but should be investigated more thoroughly in Entities (5), Value Objects (6), Domain Events (8), Modules (9), Factories (11), and Repositories (12). Use this amalgamation as a point of reference.

#### Create a Root Entity with Unique Identity

Model one Entity as the Aggregate Root. Examples of Root Entities in the preceding modeling efforts are Product, BacklogItem, Release, and Sprint. Depending on the decision made to split Task from BacklogItem, Task may also be a Root.

The refined Product model finally led to the declaration of the following Root Entity:

```java
public class Product extends ConcurrencySafeEntity {
    private Set<ProductBacklogItem> backlogItems;
    private String description;
    private String name;
    private ProductDiscussion productDiscussion;
    private ProductId productId;
    private TenantId tenantId;
    ...
}
```

Class ConcurrencySafeEntity is a Layer Supertype [Fowler, P of EAA] used to manage surrogate identity and optimistic concurrency versioning, as explained in Entities (5).
A Set of ProductBacklogItem instances not previously discussed has been, perhaps mysteriously, added to the Root. This is for a special purpose. It’s not the same as the BacklogItem collection that was formerly composed here. It is for the purpose of maintaining a separate ordering of backlog items.

Each Root must be designed with a globally unique identity. The Product has been modeled with a Value type named ProductId. That type is the domain-specific identity, and it is different from the surrogate identity provided by ConcurrencySafeEntity. How a model-based identity is designed, allocated, and maintained is further explained in Entities (5). The implementation of ProductRepository has nextIdentity() generate ProductId as a UUID:

```java
public class HibernateProductRepository implements ProductRepository {
    ...
    public ProductId nextIdentity() {
        return new ProductId(java.util.UUID.randomUUID().
            toString().toUpperCase());
    }
    ...
}
```

Using nextIdentity(), a client Application Service can instantiate a Product with its globally unique identity:

```java
public class ProductService ... {
    ...
    @Transactional
    public String newProduct(
        String aTenantId, aProductName, aProductDescription) {
        Product product =
            new Product(
                new TenantId(aTenantId),
                this.productRepository.nextIdentity(),
                "My Product",
                "This is the description of my product.",
                new ProductDiscussion(
                    new DiscussionDescriptor(
                        DiscussionDescriptor.UNDEFINED_ID),
                        DiscussionAvailability.NOT_REQUESTED));

            this.productRepository.add(product);

            return product.productId().id();
    }
    ...
}
```
The Application Service uses ProductRepository to both generate an identity and then persist the new Product instance. It returns the plain String representation of the new ProductId.

Favor Value Object Parts

Choose to model a contained Aggregate part as a Value Object rather than an Entity whenever possible. A contained part that can be completely replaced, if its replacement does not cause significant overhead in the model or infrastructure, is the best candidate.

Our current Product model is designed with two simple attributes and three Value-typed properties. Both description and name are String attributes that can be completely replaced. The productId and tenantId Values are maintained as stable identities; that is, they are never changed after construction. They support reference by identity rather than direct to object. In fact, the referenced Tenant Aggregate is not even in the same Bounded Context and thus should be referenced only by identity. The productDiscussion is an eventually consistent Value-typed property. When the Product is first instantiated, the discussion may be requested but will not exist until sometime later. It must be created in the Collaboration Context. Once the creation has been completed in the other Bounded Context, the identity and status are set on the Product.

There are good reasons why ProductBacklogItem is modeled as an Entity rather than a Value. As discussed in Value Objects (6), since the backing database is used via Hibernate, it must model collections of Values as database entities. Reordering any one of the elements could cause a significant number, even all, of the ProductBacklogItem instances to be deleted and replaced. That would tend to cause significant overhead in the infrastructure. As an Entity, it allows the ordering attribute to be changed across any and all collection elements as often as a product owner requires. However, if we were to switch from using Hibernate with MySQL to a key-value store, we could easily change ProductBacklogItem to be a Value type instead. When using a key-value or document store, Aggregate instances are typically serialized as one value representation for storage.

Using Law of Demeter and Tell, Don’t Ask

Both Law of Demeter [Appleton, LoD] and Tell, Don’t Ask [PragProg, TDA] are design principles that can be used when implementing Aggregates, both of which stress information hiding. Consider the high-level guiding principles to see how we can benefit:
• **Law of Demeter:** This guideline emphasizes the *principle of least knowledge*. Think of a *client* object and another object the client object uses to execute some system behavior; refer to the second object as a *server*. When the client object uses the server object, it should know as little as possible about the server’s structure. The server’s attributes and properties—its shape—should remain completely unknown to the client. The client can ask the server to perform a command that is declared on its surface interface. However, the client must not reach into the server, ask the server for some inner part, and then execute a command on the part. If the client needs a service that is rendered by the server’s inner parts, the client must not be given access to the inner parts to request that behavior. The server should instead provide only a surface interface and, when invoked, delegate to the appropriate inner parts to fulfill its interface.

Here’s a basic summary of the Law of Demeter: Any given method on any object may invoke methods only on the following: (1) itself, (2) any parameters passed to it, (3) any object it instantiates, (4) self-contained part objects that it can directly access.

• **Tell, Don’t Ask:** This guideline simply asserts that objects should be told what to do. The “Don’t Ask” part of the guideline applies to the client as follows: A client object should not ask a server object for its contained parts, then make a decision based on the state it got, and then make the server object do something. Instead, the client should “Tell” a server what to do, using a command on the server’s public interface. This guideline has very similar motivations as Law of Demeter, but Tell, Don’t Ask may be easier to apply broadly.

Given these guidelines, let’s see how we apply the two design principles to *Product*:

```
public class Product extends ConcurrencySafeEntity {
    ...
    public void reorderFrom(BacklogItemId anId, int anOrdering) {
        for (ProductBacklogItem pbi : this.backlogItems()) {
            pbi.reorderFrom(anId, anOrdering);
        }
    }

    public Set<ProductBacklogItem> backlogItems() {
        return this.backlogItems;
    }
    ...
}
```
The Product requires clients to use its method reorderFrom() to execute a state-modifying command in its contained backlogItems. That is a good application of the guidelines. Yet, method backlogItems() is also public. Does this break the principles we are trying to follow by exposing ProductBacklogItem instances to clients? It does expose the collection, but clients may use those instances only to query information from them. Because of the limited public interface of ProductBacklogItem, clients cannot determine the shape of Product by deep navigation. Clients are given least knowledge. As far as clients are concerned, the returned collection instances may have been created only for the single operation and may represent no definite state of Product. Clients may never execute state-altering commands on the instances of ProductBacklogItem, as its implementation indicates:

```java
public class ProductBacklogItem extends ConcurrencySafeEntity {
    ...
    protected void reorderFrom(BacklogItemId anId, int anOrdering) {
        if (this.backlogItemId().equals(anId)) {
            this.setOrdering(anOrdering);
        } else if (this.ordering() >= anOrdering) {
            this.setOrdering(this.ordering() + 1);
        }
    }
    ...
}
```

Its only state-modifying behavior is declared as a hidden, protected method. Thus, clients can’t see or reach this command. For all practical purposes, only Product can see it and execute the command. Clients may use only the Product public reorderFrom() command method. When invoked, the Product delegates to all its internal ProductBacklogItem instances to perform the inner modifications.

The implementation of Product limits knowledge about itself, is more easily tested, and is more maintainable, due to the application of these simple design principles.

You will need to weigh the competing forces between use of Law of Demeter and Tell, Don’t Ask. Certainly the Law of Demeter approach is much more restrictive, disallowing all navigation into Aggregate parts beyond the Root. On the other hand, the use of Tell, Don’t Ask allows for navigation beyond the Root but does stipulate that modification of the Aggregate state belongs to the Aggregate, not the client. You may thus find Tell, Don’t Ask to be a more broadly applicable approach to Aggregate implementation.
Optimistic Concurrency

Next, we need to consider where to place the optimistic concurrency version attribute. When we contemplate the definition of Aggregate, it could seem safest to version only the Root Entity. The Root’s version would be incremented every time a state-altering command is executed anywhere inside the Aggregate boundary, no matter how deep. Using the running example, Product would have a version attribute, and when any of its describeAs(), initiateDiscussion(), rename(), or reorderFrom() command methods are executed, the version would always be incremented. This would prevent any other client from simultaneously modifying any attributes or properties anywhere inside the same Product. Depending on the given Aggregate design, this may be difficult to manage, and even unnecessary.

Assuming we are using Hibernate, when the Product name or description is modified, or its productDiscussion is attached, the version is automatically incremented. That’s a given, because those elements are directly held by the Root Entity. However, how do we see to it that the Product version is incremented when any of its backlogItems are reordered? Actually, we can’t, or at least not automatically. Hibernate will not consider a modification to a ProductBacklogItem part instance as a modification to the Product itself. To solve this, perhaps we could just change the Product method reorderFrom(), dirtying some flag or just incrementing the version on our own:

```java
public class Product extends ConcurrencySafeEntity {
    ...
    public void reorderFrom(BacklogItemId anId, int anOrdering) {
        for (ProductBacklogItem pbi : this.backlogItems()) {
            pbi.reorderFrom(anId, anOrdering);
        }
        this.version(this.version() + 1);
    }
    ...
}
```

One problem is that this code always dirties the Product, even when a reordering command actually has no effect. Further, this code leaks infrastructural concerns into the model, which is a less desirable domain modeling choice if it can be avoided. What else can be done?
Cowboy Logic
AJ: “I’m thinkin’ that marriage is a sort of optimistic concurrency. When a man gets married, he is optimistic that the gal will never change. And at the same time, she’s optimistic that he will.”

Actually in the case of the Product and its ProductBacklogItem instances, it’s possible that we don’t need to modify the Root’s version when any backlogItems are modified. Since the collected instances are themselves Entities, they can carry their own optimistic concurrency version. If two clients reorder any of the same ProductBacklogItem instances, the last client to commit changes will fail. Admittedly, overlapping reordering would rarely if ever happen, because it’s usually only the product owner who reorders the product backlog items.

Versioning all Entity parts doesn’t work in every case. Sometimes the only way to protect an invariant is to modify the Root version. This can be accomplished more easily if we can modify a legitimate property on the Root. In this case, the Root’s property would always be modified in response to a deeper part modification, which in turn causes Hibernate to increment the Root’s version. Recall that this approach was described previously to model the status change on BacklogItem when all of its Task instances have been transitioned to zero hours remaining.

However, that approach may not be possible in all cases. If not, we may be tempted to resort to using hooks provided by the persistence mechanism to manually dirty the Root when Hibernate indicates a part has been modified. This becomes problematic. It can usually be made to work only by maintaining bidirectional associations between child parts and the parent Root. The bidirectional associations allow navigation from a child back to the Root when Hibernate sends a life cycle event to a specialized listener. Not to be forgotten, though, is that [Evans] generally discourages bidirectional associations in most cases. This is especially so if they must be maintained only to deal with optimistic concurrency, which is an infrastructural concern.

Although we don’t want infrastructural concerns to drive modeling decisions, we may be motivated to travel a less painful route. When modifying the Root becomes very difficult and costly, it could be a strong indication that we need to break down our Aggregates to just a Root Entity, containing only simple attributes and Value-typed properties. When our Aggregates consist of only a Root Entity, the Root is always modified when any part is modified.
Finally, it must be acknowledged that the preceding scenarios are not a problem when an entire Aggregate is persisted as one value and the value itself prevents concurrency conflict. This approach can be leveraged when using MongoDB, Riak, Oracle’s Coherence distributed grid, or VMware’s GemFire. For example, when an Aggregate Root implements the Coherence Versionable interface and its Repository uses the VersionedPut entry processor, the Root will always be the single object used for concurrency conflict detection. Other key-value stores may provide similar conveniences.

Avoid Dependency Injection

Dependency injection of a Repository or Domain Service into an Aggregate should generally be viewed as harmful. The motivation may be to look up a dependent object instance from inside the Aggregate. The dependent object could be another Aggregate, or a number of them. As stated earlier under “Rule: Reference Other Aggregates by Identity,” preferably dependent objects are looked up before an Aggregate command method is invoked, and passed in to it. The use of Disconnected Domain Model is generally a less favorable approach.

Additionally, in a very high-traffic, high-volume, high-performance domain, with heavily taxed memory and garbage collection cycles, think of the potential overhead of injecting Repositories and Domain Service instances into Aggregates. How many extra object references would that require? Some may contend that it’s not enough to tax their operational environment, but theirs is probably not the kind of domain being described here. Still, take great care not to add unnecessary overhead that could be easily avoided by using other design principles, such as looking up dependencies before an Aggregate command method is invoked, and passing them in to it.

This is only meant to warn against injecting Repositories and Domain Services into Aggregate instances. Of course, dependency injection is quite suitable for many other design situations. For example, it could be quite useful to inject Repository and Domain Service references into Application Services.
Wrap-Up

We’ve examined how crucial it is to follow the Aggregate Rules of Thumb when designing Aggregates.

- You experienced the negative consequences of modeling large-cluster Aggregates.

- You learned to model true invariants in consistency boundaries.

- You considered the advantages of designing small Aggregates.

- You now know why you should favor referencing other Aggregates by identity.

- You discovered the importance of using eventual consistency outside the Aggregate boundary.

- You saw various implementation techniques, including how you might use Tell, Don’t Ask and Law of Demeter.

If we adhere to the rules, we’ll have consistency where necessary and support optimally performing and highly scalable systems, all while capturing the Ubiquitous Language of our business domain in a carefully crafted model.
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